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ADDITIONAL WRITTEN COMMENTS
Reviewer 1

This is an innovative thesis which seeks to explore "how internet access within a country can be
monopolized in favour of governments looking to gain control over the media and dissemination
of information" (p2). The author defines key concepts relating to digital governance and develops
a convincing analytical framework drawing on practice theory. There is also good use of data
sources.
However, the empirical part of the thesis, namely the focus on India as a preminent example of
internet shutdowns used as authoritarian practices, is less coherent and robust. The discussion of
how internet shutdowns benefit the incumbent regime would for example need to be placed in the
context of the criticism that these actions generated within the country, both in the media as well
as provoking rebukes from the Supreme Court.

Reviewer 2

The dissertation attempts to analyze the impact of network shutdowns on citizen protests. The
topic is timely, as since the uprising during Arab Spring, it resurfaces with every major protest in
the countries with fragile democratic institutions. The theoretical discussion is the strongest point
of the dissertation and reaches well above average. However, and this is a considerable shame, it
is rather distant from the actually performed empirical analysis. This creates problems of its own.
Namely, the presentation of the investigated case studies is disorganized to say the least. Hence,
the great expectation, with which one enters the empirical part of the dissertation, is not realized.
This is unfortunate. Additionally, there a minor point as well. According to its title, the
dissertation speaks about disruptions of the connectivity to the Internet. Yet from what is
presented, the shutdowns apply to internal networks in the analyzed countries. There is a rather
profound difference between keeping the internal networks operational and only isolating the
country from the international networks or shutting down the internal networks entirely. Hence,
the title is ambiguous. Overall, even if there are some problems, I am glad to see a decent
research effort.
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